Professional Interpreters for the Deaf
Deaf Interpreter Service

“Your Valuable Communication Link”

7329 Marshall Street * Merrillville, Indiana 46410-4542
VOICE(219)736-7512 * FAX(219)769-6298 * V.P. (219)576-7093
joanne.snyder@professional-interpreters.com www.professional-interpreters.com
Rates of Service
Effective January 1, 2008
Standard Rate:

$50.00 an hour /2 hour minimum

Video Interpreting Rate:

$60.00 an hour

Evening or Weekend Rate:

$5.00 an hour additional to the appropriate rate
Evening rate is 8:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.
Weekend rate is Saturday and/or Sunday

Holiday Rate:

$10.00 an hour additional to the appropriate rate (Any national holiday)

Legal Rate:

$10.00 an hour additional to the appropriate rate.
For court appearances, hearings and depositions.

Short Notice Rate:

$10.00 an hour added to appropriate rate (24 hours or less notice)

Team Interpreting Rate:

$50.00 an hour for each interpreter
An assignment two hours or more is considered a factor in setting up team
interpreting. Other factors to be considered are the number of Deaf consumers
and the nature of the assignment.

Out of area/Lake, Porter Co.

$5.00 an hour additional to the appropriate rate plus mileage ($.44)
Mileage is calculated portal to portal from the PID office in Merrillville

Requesting Certified Interpreters: Additional $10.00 an hour on appropriate rate
Spanish Speaking ASL Interpreter: $65.00 an hour / 2 hour minimum
Theatre Interpreting Rate: $60.00 an hour / 2 hour minimum
Travel Time:

Travel time 50 minutes or over is calculated: rate x hour(s) (round trip) portal to
portal from the PID office in Merrillville

THIS IS A RESOURCE SHEET FOR INFORMATION. THIS IS NOT A CONTRACT.
This rate sheet contains the most common rates for customers interested in commencing a service relationship
with PID, and those customers who use our services regularly. Please feel free to call us to determine if a
different rate might apply to your specific needs.
24 hours noticed is required for cancellation of interpreting services. An invoice will be issued for the
contracted time for cancellations within 24 hours of the contracted assignment. Extended contracts (2 hours
or more and/or team interpreting) require 48 hours notice for cancellation.
The contract time (2 hours or more and/or team interpreting) will be invoiced in the event of an early dismissal.
In the event the Deaf client does not show for their appointment, the interpreter will notify the contact person
coordinating the assignment before leaving. An invoice will be issued for the contracted time.

